Product Description
Looking to unleash the performance of your DSLR and HD camcorder? Capture without limitation by using
Transcend’s SDXC Class 10 UHS-I cards. These ultra-high speed memory cards are ideal for photo and film
enthusiasts who want to elevate the performance of their current equipment.
Next-Generation UHS-I Transfer Speeds
Highly recommended for professional use, Transcend SDXC Class 10
UHS-I cards are built using the fastest type of toggle-mode flash chips
available. The toggle-mode flash technology uses a synchronous
interface to increase transfer speed and reduce energy consumption.
When combined with UHS-I compatible devices, read/write transfer
rates can be maximized up to 80/40MB per second.
Full HD, 3D, & 4K Video Recording Capabilities
To capture every moment in brilliant color and stunning detail,
Transcend's SDXC Class 10 UHS-I cards are optimized to meet the
rigorous demands of high-resolution image capture and smooth Full
HD 1080p, 3D and even next-generation 4K video recording.
Improved Camera Response
Transcend's SDXC UHS-I cards enhance the performance of your DSLR
by improving your camera's response time during continuous burst
mode shooting. What’s more, with plenty of space to store countless
images, these cards eliminate the need to pause and switch memory
cards during extended photo shoots.

Never miss a moment with the productivityenhancing SDXC Class 10 UHS-I card

Excellent Compatibility & Post-Production Efficiency
The versatile SDXC Class 10 UHS-I cards offer excellent multi-platform
compatibility for SDXC devices. When paired with a high-end card reader,
such as Transcend's USB 3.0 RDF8 and ExpressCard RDF1, the UHS-I cards
provide ultra-fast file transfer between card and computer at up to
70MB/s and 85MB/s respectively.
RecoveRx™ Software
With a purchase of Transcend SDXC Class 10 UHS-I cards, you can
download our exclusive RecoveRx software for free. This user-friendly
application allows you to conduct an in-depth search within your storage
device for traces of erased files to be recovered.
Built-In Error Correction Code (ECC)
The memory cards are equipped with
built-in ECC, which automatically
detects and corrects potential transfer
errors. Paired with a write-protection
switch, you’ll never have to worry
about any data loss.
Storage Chart
Digital Photos

8GB

8 Megapixels JPEG1
1920 photos

12 Megapixels JPEG2
1280 photos

Video Recording

RAW3
548 photos

Full HD4
120 minutes

16GB
32GB
64GB

3840 photos
7680 photos
15360 photos

2560 photos
5120 photos
10240 photos

1096 photos
2192 photos
4384 photos

1

240 minutes
480 minutes
960 minutes

Based on file size 4MB. 2 Based on file size 6MB. 3 Based on total size 14MB.
Full HD Video based on 1920x1080 9Mbps H.264 AVC compression.
Storage capacity approximations are for general reference only. Actual results will vary depending on resolution,
compression quality, video frame rate/interlace settings, and content. 1GB = 1 billion bytes. A certain portion of the
storage capacity may be reserved for firmware and maintenance use.
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* Note: speed may vary depending on the device and usage of hardware or software.
* SDXC Class 10 UHS-I cards are backwards compatible with SDXC class 10 devices.
* Available in Frustration-Free Packaging and/or regular retail package.
Please see Transcend website for additional warranty details and limitations.

